Mullite - towards a unified superspace model
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Mullite Al₄₋₂₋ₓSi₂₋₂ₓO₁₀₋ₓ⬜ₓ (⬜ = vacancy) is a well known material in the ceramics industry with a broad range of applications, but from a fundamental point of view its crystal structure is not completely understood. The dependence of the modulation wave vector q = (α 0 γ) on the composition lacks an explanation and it is not known why for vacancy concentrations x > 0.5 a lowering of the symmetry is observed [1].

A recent superspace model (SSM) described in Pbam(α0½)0ss results in a brick pattern of alternating vacancy blocks and vacancy-free blocks [2]. Assuming that, independent of the composition, the brick pattern is maintained and intermeshing of vacancy blocks is avoided by the structure, the relation α = (1−x)/2 is derived from the SSM. It allows to predict the vacancy distribution of any mullite with x ≤ 0.5 including the cases of the prominent 3/2 mullite (x = 0.25), 2/1 mullite (x = 0.4) and 5/2 mullite (x = 0.5). Models derived from the SSM are depicted in the Figure below. The limit results from one of the atomic domains which has a negative length for x > 0.5, i.e. a new SSM is required. This border coincides with an observed change of the symmetry from orthorhombic to monoclinic because γ then deviates from ½. As the deviation is very small, the nature of the modulation seems to be the same for the complete solid solution range and the dependence of q on the composition is a result from the block pattern that determines the vacancy distribution. The SSM can be easily adapted to monoclinic symmetry with superspace group P2₁/a(α0γ)0s to describe a monoclinic brick pattern of alternating vacancy blocks and vacancy-free blocks. These predictions are strongly supported by HRTEM observations and image simulations [1].

However, the suggested vacancy ordering scheme is expected to be only present when higher order satellite reflections are present in the reciprocal space. In many samples this is not the case and first order satellite reflections appear as maxima in a characteristic diffuse scattering pattern [3], i.e. that the long-range vacancy ordering is not present and vacancies are rather mid-range ordered. Nevertheless the dependency of q on x is maintained independent of the diffuseness, which indicates that the disordered vacancy distribution is strongly related to the structure of the highly ordered SSM. In [2] it is also shown that a disordered SSM of [3] and the ordered SSM are indeed strongly related. It means that although mullite samples usually exhibit a lower ordering degree than described by the model, it establishes a basic vacancy ordering pattern from which structural models that take diffuse scattering into account must originate.
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